History of Antitrust Thought

Antitrust enforcement arose in the U.S. at the turn of the 20th century as part of a political reaction to the growing wealth and power of industry and banks in the first Gilded Age. After a slow start, antitrust enforcement became more important in the 1930s, thanks in part to Thurman Arnold at the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division. Enforcement remained vigorous through the 1970s, as evidenced by cases like the AT&T breakup.

In the 1980s, however, conservative and anti-interventionist approaches associated with the Chicago school of law and economics substantially reduced antitrust enforcement. Chicago-school theorists and judges often argued that economic theory supported a lack of intervention. But these scholars rarely used the best available economic tools, instead relying on assumptions about markets’ ability to self-correct. Yet even after mainstream economists discarded these assumptions (or had never used them in the first place), legal precedents and political lobbying kept them alive in the law.

The most recent intellectual movement in antitrust is the Neo-Brandesian school of thought. This movement stresses the political origins of the antitrust laws and advocates for enforcement that accounts for political and distributive concerns.

The history of antitrust law demonstrates that translating political motivations and economic knowledge into legal structures can be challenging. A key factor is that courts are bound by precedent, and jurisprudence moves very slowly. Thus, antitrust law can lag far behind the political forces, intellectual movements, and economic evidence shaping it.
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